Are the adverse effects of body position in patients with obstructive sleep apnea dependent on sleep stage?
The purpose of the study was to determine if the adverse effect of body position on obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is worsened during rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and if patients with OSA decrease the time spent supine during REM sleep. Overnight polysomnography from 80 sequential patients referred to Buffalo VA Sleep Lab for suspected OSA were analyzed with 20 patients in each of the following groups: normal with apnea-hypopnea indices (AHI) <5/h, mild (AHI, 5-< 15/h), moderate (AHI, 15-<30/h), and severe (AHI, >30/h). We used extended Cox models with the Anderson-Gill modification for multiple events with two time varying covariates: sleep stage and body position. Generalized estimating equations with logit link were used to take into account correlated data within each patient for the relation between sleep stage and body position. The hazard ratios for events in REM vs non-REM sleep was significant for the normal, mild, and moderate groups only: 1.71 (95% CI 1.4-2.08), 1.45 (95% CI 1.22-1.73), 1.28 (95% CI 1.1-1.5), respectively. The hazard ratio for events in the supine vs non-supine position was significant for the mild and moderate groups only: 1.25 (95% CI 1.02-1.52) and 1.24 (95% CI 1.04-1.47), respectively. The addition of an interaction effect between sleep stage and body position was not statistically significant for any group. The odds ratios of sleeping in supine position for REM vs non-REM sleep were 0.47 (95% CI 0.27-0.82) for moderate OSA group and 0.54 (95% CI 0.3-0.95) for severe OSA. In summary, we found significant effects of both sleep stage and body position in mild and moderate but not severe OSA. Patients with moderate and severe OSA were less likely to spend time in the supine position during REM compared with non-rapid eye movement sleep.